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Current export markets
Estonia

Germany

Latvia

Poland

Sweden

Description
From it's launch in 1993 Joldija's main business activity is sales and manufacture of hardware and furniture
fittings. We offer a wide selection of furniture fittings, accessories, and hardware products. Throughout 26
years of experience we have become a well-known furniture fittings producer and supplier for our domestic
and foreign partners in Germany, Poland, Italy, France, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Latvia, Estonia, and many
other countries. We work with the biggest European manufacturers that produce furniture for IKEA, JYSK,
Conforama and other furniture retailers. Our production ensures the highest quality and reliable supply of
goods. We collaborate with international furniture fittings manufacture leaders in Europe and Asia, and our ongoing new partners research guarantees a wide selection of products at a suitable price. We store our
products in our own 6,900 m2 warehouse in Kaunas.

Business Line
Furniture fittings

List of products
At the moment we are manufacturing various types of metal bed frames, zig zag springs, stamping and roll
forming production. JSC „Joldija" has 26 years of experience in supplying furniture fittings and offers a wide
range of functional, high quality and durable fittings for the most demanding customers. The company's
product range includes: Slides and drawer systems Furniture handles Hinges and their accessories Zig zag
springs Lifting systems and other mechanisms Bed furniture fittings Table extension mechanisms Furniture
legs, pads and castors Hooks and racks Furniture lighting products and their parts Furniture screws, bolts and

connectors
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VšĮ „Versli Lietuva“
Juozo Balčikonio g. 3, LT-08247, Vilnius, Lietuva
Email: info@verslilietuva.lt
Phone: +370 (5) 249 90 83
Company code: 302454111
VAT number: LT100005125012

